
The first alternative to wooden deck 
joists that provides the structure of 
the deck, a waterproof solution, and 
a finished ceiling all in one application.
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EliminatesTraditional Joists

DryJoist is a structural deck drainage system, meaning the 
deck’s surface is supported by the same system that creates a dry 
space in the area below. Traditionally, joists are repeated structural 
members used to build a supporting frame, ultimately determining 
the design, strength, and material selection for the deck’s surface. 
DryJoist’s patent pending design has the necessary utility of 
traditional deck joists yet provides the freedom to build a 
truly custom deck surface that is both waterproof and 
unmatched in structural strength.
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Beadboard appearance from below

Ultimate appearance 
Flexibility
DryJoist is designed to support deck boards every 
4”, thereby providing an ideal platform for ‘designer’ 
decking patterns (angled, picture frame, checker 
board, etc.) and a variety of decking types (hardwoods, 
composites, etc.). 



SpeciFicationS 

Patent Pending:  all DryJoist components and 
auxiliary components are patent pending

Drainage: 1/8” downward pitch per linear foot is 
recommended; to prevent possible backsplash a 2” 
overhang beyond the header joist on the drainage  
side is suggested

Allowable Cantilever: maximum allowable  
edge cantilever is 18”

Outdoor Exposure: meets or exceeds 
AAMA2603.02; suitable for long term exposure in the 
harshest conditions; cryogenically strong 

Material:  6005-T5 series marine grade aluminum

Finish:  factory applied to the ‘Face’ or only visible side 
of DryJoist; will not require painting, sealing, or staining 
although it’s paintable if you desire a custom look

SaFe & SecUre rail optionS
Railing is integrated into the structural design of 
DryJoist through Anchor Clips; enabling rail mount  
post feet installation on top of deck planks in a secure, 
easy-to-install manner.

impressed?
We thought so.

DryJoiSt FactS
Alternative to traditional wooden deck joists or  
support beams

Single System:  structural design creates 100% 
waterproof area below

No ‘add-on’ Substructures:  integrative 2” deep 
water channel is never interrupted or pierced by 
fasteners

Low Maintenance:  DryJoist is a trouble free solution 
for creating a dry space beneath a deck and requires no 
structural upkeep, whatsoever

Simple Installation:  installation requires standard 
deck building tools and can be performed by any 
building professional or handyman
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componentS
8” DryJoist
The most common profile, the 
8” DryJoist features a ‘flange’ 
edge and ‘flange receiver’ edge 
to repeatedly mate with other 
DryJoists to create a perfectly 

watertight plane.  Typically, 80% of surface is created 
using the main 8” DryJoist.

Outer DryJoist
The Outer DryJoist has a 4” 
width and the unique design is 
ideal for flashing compatibility. 
The ‘flash receiver’ can accept 
both standard and pre-bent 

flashing for a ‘finished’ look at the edge of the deck.

DryJoist Double Receiver
The Double Receiver is closely 
related to the 8” DryJoist with 
the exception that either edge 
has a ‘flange receiver’ design.  
This allows for a change in the 

direction of the fastener plane, thereby enabling the 
same Outer DryJoist profile to be used on both sides  
of the deck.

Anchor Clip
Anchor Clips create a landing 
platform for fasteners, 
specifically designed to secure 
most standard, top-mount rail 
post receivers.  By using Anchor 

Clips, the railing becomes integrated into the structural 
design by having the pedestal mount span and attach at 
either side of a structural support.

4” DryJoist
A 4” DryJoist is similar to the  
8” DryJoist but is half as wide  
to accommodate particular  
deck widths.

Joint Cover
The angles of neighboring 
DryJoists are locked together 
with a Joint Cover.  This shields 
the fasteners from water 
seepage, thereby creating a 

perfectly waterproof plane, and provides strength to 
the overall design by creating a structural truss, thereby 
allowing the DryJoists to span up to 8’.
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